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On and Off the Campus
by the Editors

@ In the month of February we
celebrate the birthdays of two great
Americans, Washington and Lincoln. One is the father of our coun-

try and the other is the savior of
the union. We gratefully and devoutly recall the heritage that both
of them have left to us, the American people.

In this land of ours we enjoy a
liberty that many poor human beings have been deprived of by
cruel governments. Washington
was instrumental in giving us this
liberty and Lincoln struggled to
maintain us as a united country.
How we should cherish the memory of these two pillars of our own
United States.
When a nation has received a

gift that nation should guard and
preserve it. That is where we of
this generation come in. In college
we should study our constitution,
learn what it means to the people,
and what we must do to preserve
it. Let us be grateful to the Creator for this great country in which
we live and ask Him to bless us
that we might serve Him faithful-

Teachers magazine this year and is
a member of the executive board
of the Association of Business
Teachers in the state. He wrote an
article on the use of business machines for one of the recent issues
of the magazine. Mr. Robert Wilson spoke before members of the

engineering school of John Hopkins University. Mr. Chang and Dr.
Rosenberg were guests of the Dayton Council of World Affairs program. Dr. Dan Leary has a speaking schedule of eighteen talks between now and the end of the
semester. Mr. Reeves Schwartz,
Mr. Wilfred Steiner, Brother Stan-

ley Matthews, Mr. Don Metz, Mr.
Clive Rush, Dr. Saho Hsu, and Dr.
Collier Powell were speakers before local organizations during the
past weeks.
&

&

=

At the recent convention of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science in Berkeley,

California, Professor Joseph Mayer,
chairman of the economics department of Miami University, Oxford,

fearing citizens.
*

&

During the Christmas holidays

Louis.
Mr. Robert Kriegbaum is assist-

ant editor of the Ohio Business
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might conceivably happen to man,
society, the world or the solar system.”
=

*

=

Writing in the January American
Magazine, J. Edgar Hoover, FBI
head, said that crimes of all kinds
rose about eight and two tenths
per cent in the past year over 1953.
Mr. Hoover maintains that it is

only by means of religion and religious family life that this country
can stop this present crime wave.

The FBI chief pointed out that all
juvenile delinquency is rooted in

adult delinquency. He lamented
the fact that many children “grow
upon among adults who refuse to
recognize anything as fine or good

or worthy of respect,” and “it is

*

*

botany at the University of Pennsylvania, told the scientists assem-

bled at the convention of the
American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science in Berkeley,

Language Association meeting in

Mariological Society meeting in St.

can be thought of as remaining in
the universe regardless of what

Dr. Conway Zirkle, professor of

tended educational conventions.
Dr. Evangeline Bollinger of the
English faculty and Dr. Justus Rosenberg of the modern language
department attended the Modern

Father Philip Hoelle was the U.D.
representative at the American

upon as fundamental realities, they

*

some of the faculty members at-

New York. Mr. Robert Kriegbaum
went to Chicago for the National
Business Teachers Association convention. Mr. Laurence Chang was
in Detroit for the meeting of the
American Economic Association.

beauty, and goodness are looked

not surprising that a certain number fail to develop high moral
standards or even to distinguish
right and wrong.”

ly and live as law-abiding and Godx

Professor Mayer said that materialism and mechanicism have intimidated scholars much too long.
“If such matters as striving, reverence, love, a passion for truth,

California, that two-thirds of -a

group of Ph.D. candidates could
Ohio, said that in a genuinely scientific approach scholars must keep
spiritual values foremost. “Many
scientists accept without question
such unseen and untouchable phe-

nomena as the atoms, but at the
same time they relegate things of
the mind and spirit — similarly unseen and untouched —to the limbo
of scientific folderol of irrespon-

sible mysticism.”

not identify the Rennaissance,
Plato, the Koran, The Magna Char-

ta, the Medici Family, The Reformation, The Monroe Doctrine and
the Versailles Treaty.
These “uneducated Ph.D.s” who
know very much about the nar-

rowly specialized fields are “monumentally naive when they get out

(Turn to Page 21)
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The Bell Heard Around the World
by John Lyons

@ In the summer of 1878, James
Ritty, a Dayton, Ohio, businessman crossed the ocean for a vacation in Europe. While visiting the
engine room of the boat he observed the steam gauges counting the
number of revolutions of the propeller shafts. Why cannot I make
a machine to count the number of
sales in my restaurant business, he

thought to himself.
On his return home he and his
brother John began working on a
machine destined to become the
first cash register, and in less than
a year the two men had completed
the first model. A second model
with some improvements was patented November 4, 1879, but was
never put on the market. A third
model hada tablet form of indication, which has been a fundamental feature of the National Cash

Register to this day. This number
three was called “Ritty’s Incorruptible Cashier” but there is no information that it was ever sold.

pany with a capital stock of ten
thousand dollars. About this time
the cash drawer and the bell to be
“heard around the world” were
added to the register.

John H. Patterson had purchased

one of Ritty’s “paper roll’ machines

for his store in Coalton, Ohio. In
1883 he was much impressed with
the savings his cash register produced in his coal business, hence
he decided to purchase twenty-five

shares in Eckert’s company and became secretary and a member of
the Board of Directors.
In 1884 Patterson sold his coal
business, resigned from the cash
register company because it was

operating at a loss, and went west
with his brother Frank to buy a
cattle ranch. But the ranch was
never bought, because in his travels intent on selecting a ranch he
met a New England businessman
on vacation in Colorado Springs.

February, 1955

In the beginning thirteen people
turned out four to five registers a

week in a factory forty feet wide
by eighty feet long. The men sat

Building Number One of the pres-

roll and count the number of holes
in the various columns. If there
were ten holes in the ten-cent column he knew he had one dollars
worth of business in the ten-cent
sales.

the National Manufacturing Com-

prise the National Cash Register
Company.

ent plant and it is situated on the
southwest comer of Brown and
Stewart streets.

holes in the roll. At the end of the

ed with the aid of four other men

regarded the cash register business
as a joke. John Patterson was discouraged and even offered Phillips two thousand dollars to be released from his contract, but Phillips said he would not take the business back asa gift. John was angered and replied, “Very well, I am
going into the cash register business and [ will make a success of
it.” Not long after he acquired control, and in 1884 he called his enter-

the first building made for manufacturing cash registers. This is

day the owner would remove the

spaces. By 1882, however, he real-

members jeered them because many

in 1888 the company moved into

by Ritty. He mounted a paper roll
above all the keys and as the keys
were touched they would pierce

ized that he needed more financial
backing, consequently he organiz-

Dayton Club and spoke enthusi-

astically about their purchase. Club

on boxes for there were no stools.
Progress came fast, however, and

A fourth machine called the
“paper roll machine” was the first
one actually offered to merchants

Ritty did not make a success of
the business, hence in 1881 he sold
out to Jacob Eckert of Cincinnati
for one thousand dollars. Because
Eckert had big plans for his new
business he moved into larger floor

National Manufacturing Company,
George L. Phillips, his controlling
interest in the firm for sixty-five
hundred dollars. After the business
deal John and Frank went to the

There is a legend on the campus
of the University of Dayton that

John H. Patterson sought advice
from the first president of the Uni-

versity of Dayton, Brother MaxiTypical Cash Register

Patterson asked the easterner how
he dared to leave his business so

long, to which the vacationist replied, “I have a capable manager
and a cash register made in Dayton.”
The Patterson brothers forgot

the ranch, returned to Dayton and
bought from the president of the

man Zehler, as to the advisability
of erecting Building Number One
on land that was then Rubicon
farm, the land that belonged to
the Patterson family.
Today the National Cash Register Company has a plant of twen-

ty-eight buildings covering fortynine acres, with a floor space of

seventy-two and three-tenths acres.
The one hundred and fifteen workers of the first plant have grown to
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more than thirteen thousand at the
Dayton plant.
In the early years of the com-

pany John Patterson encountered
many difficulties. Shortly after the

purchase of the business his orders
would sometimes be met with
“That is not the way we have been
doing it.” His reply was that we are
going to make a success of the
work and what we do now will be
different from what our predecessors did. This idea gave rise to a
slogan placed in the factory, “We
progress through change.”
A Chicago firm bought sixteen

registers, but after thirty days they
proved unsatisfactory and were to
be shipped back to Dayton. This

meant ruin for the new company.
John Patterson suspected foul
measures on the part of those operating them. He went to Chicago
and investigated. Clerks purposely
registered wrong amounts, put
money in drawers without recording it and some even made attempts to injure the machine.

Workers in other parts of the country objected to the registers, created false ideas about them and
made damaging remarks in the

presence of customers. A detective
was hired to travel from town to
town and make investigations to
rectify this situation.

Then there were financial problems. Current expenses were paid
out of remittances from the customers, remittances which would
come and sometimes would not.
One Saturday a check from a grocer in Richmond did not come in
the mail and workers were much
disturbed. The report is that John
Patterson went to six different

places

before

he

could

raise

enough money for that week’s payroll.

guests. He remarked that these
registers were in perfect condition
and ready for shipment. To demonstrate he selected at random one
machine. Yes, he hit that defective

contribute to comfort, health and

machine was placed on the floor

Walking through the factory Mr.
Patterson saw a woman heating coffee on a radiator. He realized that
good food is needed for good workers and the dining room service

key. What happened? The poor
and with a heavy hammer he beat
it into a pile of ugly metal, while
he said, “I will show you what we
do with machines that do not
work.” This was one of the first
examples of John Patterson’s slogan
“Teaching by the eye.”
His Scotch-Irish pertinacity over-

came many handicaps. He had no
course in business education, his
machine was not perfect, being
mostly a progressive experiment, a

device with the promise of a future. At the start he had no credit,

no capital, not much faith from
his fellow-workers, no market for
his wares. This brought about a
hand to mouth state of affairs in
which he borrowed money to meet

the weekly expenses and depended

on the sales to pay the interest.
His faith in his product drove him
on, backed him up. One word that
he never wanted to hear was “impossible.”
In the face of these obstacles
John Patterson built up a business
that covers the globe today. The
National Cash Register Company
is one of the greatest object lessons for our young Americans of
what doggedness and hard work
will do. No supineness here. Just
courage and plenty of hard, hard
work.
In 1892 an improved machine

was ready for sale. Much was expected of it, but instead of sales
there were complaints. During two

years fifty thousand dollars worth
of defective registers were returned. John Patterson believed that

good workmanship.

To forestall

opposition to his improvements he
let it be known that his purpose
was not altruistic, but in the interests of better business returns.

was installed. Today the company
serves about thirty-five hundred

people daily in seven modern dining rooms.

Factory medical and dental
clinics, visiting nurses, health education programs, gardens for em-

ployees, noon-hour entertainment,
night classes for education, a picnic

park and a golf course — these are
advantages that NCR employees

have today. The initial push came
from the founder of the company,

John H. Patterson.
He died ona train near Philadelphia in 1922, on his way toAtlantic
City for a rest. The city of Dayton
mourned him and when he was
carried to his resting place in
Woodland Cemetery fifteen hundred Dayton school children stood
as a guard of honor.

THE CRITICS’ FORUM
® The National Federation of
Catholic Alumnae brought the Cri-

tics’ Forum to Dayton about eight
years ago. The Forum sponsors
three book reviews in Dayton each

year. The purpose is to give citizens of Dayton a knowledge of
better books. The place is the Engineer’s Club and the price for the
three book reviews is $2.50. Speak-

ers this year are Frank Sheed, New

the trouble was in the shops. Ac-

York publisher who will reveiw

We read about inaccurate work

cordingly he moved his desk into

The Third Revolution by Carl
Stern on Friday, February 25; Rev.
J. Barry Dwyer, S.J., dean of arts of

in the shop. Inspectors checked ma-

the factory, where he noticed un-

chines before they were shipped.
One day an inspector found a faul-

his men labored. Improper ventil-

ty key and ordered it to be repaired. A workman procrastinated

ation, poor light, lack of safety devices, dirt and disorder
—no won-

and this machine was resting on a

der men were lazy and indifferent.

Oldenbourg on Friday, March 25;

table with others ready to be ship-

Gradually the idea of a model fac-

ped out when John Patterson came

tory took shape in his mind, a fac-

through the

tory where the surroundings would

and Richard Sullivan of the English faculty of Notre Dame, Friday,
April 23.
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factory with

some

satisfactory conditions underwhich

the University of Detroit (and an
alumnus of our U.D.), who will
review The Cornerstone by Zoe

The Exponent

Bleak Day
by John Hussong
@ They were all sitting in the
living room, talking —the mother,
the two boys, and the priest. Outside, a chilling winter rain was

falling, adding to the somber appearance of the ancient neighborhood. The room itself was representative of the lower middle-class
home. Lusterless chair covers of
large flowered prints hid worn
spots and foretold of hopes for improvement.

“Twenty years too long!” shot
Ed, receiving a reproachful glance
from his mother.
“Yes, Father, ever since Ed was

four.

But my husband’s a good

man —he works so hard—TI suppose it’s my fault.”
“You know that’s not true, Mom,’
replied Phil. “Why don’t you give
Father Miller some background?”

>

The occupants of the room including the priest, wore sober looks.
He watched and listened carefully,
trying to discover something that
would better enable him to help
these people who had so earnestly
sought him out. He noted that Mrs.
Brown was an attractive looking
woman about forty-five.

the oldest boy, was a distinct personality. Father Miller saw Ed as

a moment, then went on.

and intelligent. He was a graduate
engineer whose attempts to get

“It wasn’t long before he was
back on his feet again. With the
war coming on, business picked up.
Sam seemed safe from the draft,

ahead in the world would, the good
priest believed, be hampered by
his lack of social graces and his
persistence in wearing green socks
with blue pants. Father smiled at
this last thought.

and he was making money. Then
one day — it was in the summer of
1942 — I received a phone call tell-

ing me Sam had been hit by acar.

Illustration by Dottie Foley

“You say his drinking has been

“Well, I suppose that would be
best,” she said, taking a deep
breath. “He’s always been held
down — Sam, I mean. He was the
oldest of eight children, six of
whom were girls. When his father
died, Sam became the breadwinner. Instead of helping, his sisters

going on for twenty years, Mrs.

would taunt and tease him. They

and by the father, who was out
getting drunk.
This second activity was the subject of the conversation.

Brown?” said the priest, picking
up the train of conversation,
February, 1955

“And you think frustration of this
desire is behind the drinking?” asked the Padre.

Here she paused, stared at the floor

an outspoken, cynical lad, robust

little Joe, who was at the movies,

life.”

“Yes, I do. After we were first
married it seemed Sam would get
his wish. He had a good starting
position with a fine firm. However,
his company had to compete with
a huge, local corporation on a bigbrother, little-brother relationship.
When little-brother seemed to be
getting too much business, Sam’s
company was forced to close down.
This was a blow since Sam could
have worked for the larger firm.
This is when he began to drink.”

“Given the right clothes and a
new hairdo,” he thought, she might
even be classed as beautiful.” Ed,

The fourth member of the little
group was Phil, a handsome college senior, who was sensitive and
proud and who, by his own admission, was going to be “an itinerant
scribbler” after graduation. The
Brown family was rounded out by

He could have pulled out, but it
would have meant leaving his
mother to God knows what fate.
Sam never forgot this and when he
was finally able to get out on his
own, he swore he would make
enough money to be independent
of everybody for the rest of his

lived like queens, at least as queen-

ly as was possible on Sam’smoney.

He was laid up for a year. We
managed to live on the lawsuit
money, but we got into a financial
rut, and we have never gotten out.
Next, little Joe was born, then Sam
had that stomach operation, and

then my allergy trouble started. He
began to drink more and more.”
“Sounds like a Dreiser novel,”
said Phil.
“What do you mean?” asked the
mother.
“He's just trying to create an im-

pression,” needled Ed.
(Turn to Page 22)
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First Love
by Peggy Haley
@ The slam of the screen door

everything done. A couple of the

had been unusually quiet and I

other guys have jobs and they get

knew instantly that something was
wrong. I was certain that for the
first time in Mike’s life he had not
caused old Mrs. Jones, who lives in
the other side of our double, to
think the house was falling in.

along okay. Jack Wells says Mr.
Roberts wants another guy down
at the market to help carry grocer-

“Geometry test,” he said again,

then, “oh, Mrs. James was sick today and class was cancelled.”

said as he came in the door. “Im

|

about something.” I took his overcoat to hang up. “It’s about Mike.

Illustration by Pete O’Bryan

“Mike,” I tried to be patient,
“perhaps if you would tell me

what you want, we could work it

he was halfway through it.

psychology book say about this sit-

“?d work hard, Mom, and I

uation?

wouldn’t let it interfere with my

“Gosh, Mom,” I saw the red be-

lessons. I'd still be able to get

gin to creep slowly up his neck.
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He

cin

“Hey, do I smell lemon pie?” He
was in the living room by this
time and apparently had not heard
a word Id said.

I gave him a half-hearted smile.
Jack is always saying things like
that and I try to appreciate them.

speech which he apparently had all
prepared. I didn’t catch up until

ond is too much and my hesitance
gave Mike a chance for his next

tonight. Say, guess what I heard
on the way home?”

dish cooked by my favorite dish.”

out together.” I wondered if this
was the time to encourage one of
those heart-to-heart Mother-Son
talks; or if I should act unconcerned and hope he would forget
the whole thing. What did the

From geometry to job in one sec-

sure glad they cancelled that meeting so I don't have to go out again

“My favorite dish.” He grinned
at me as I came in. “My favorite

dinner and the two of you can
work together —.”

Maybe I'm getting old, but my
mind just doesn’t work that fast.

“Boy, it’s cold out there,” he

“Jack, I've got to talk to you

that you have more time to study.
Maybe Joe would come over after

“Mom, can I get a job?”

Jack was late as he always is

“Well, Mom, I just — well, gee,
it’s just that I want to earn some
money by myself. It’s for somethin’
special and I want it to be my very
own money.

“Oh, that’s too bad,” was all I
could manage. “I mean it’s too bad
Mrs. James is sick, but it’s good

Mike didn’t seem too interested
in geometry or Joe and his next
question proved it.

“Let’s wait till your father comes
home,” I evaded. “We'll see what
he thinks.”
when I have something important
to talk about. I hurried to meet him
the minute I heard his key in the
lock.

an tl

“Geometry test?” Mike looked
puzzled for a minute though he
had explained carefully the night
before that “if I flunk this’n, I’m
dead with Mrs. James.

“Act unconcerned,” said my cowardly instincts, as the truth began
to dawn. “Don’t get involved in
this one.”

do you need the money? I’m sure
your father gives you all you need
and if you asked him, I imagine
he’d give you more if you had a
good reason.”

aS)
0

“What is it, dear?” I asked, turning around. “Did you fail the
geometry test?”

“Why?” I asked weakly. “Why

do you want to get a job and why

e

An uneasy feeling came over me.
Mike always begins shouting,
“Mother, where are you,” at the
front door and continues clear
through to the kitchen where he
finds me four times out of five.

pay’s good, too. Can’t I take the
job, Mom? Please? Gee, I could
sure use the money. Please, Mom?”

(Itt TT}

He came to the kitchen door and
asked, “Mother, where are you?”

ies and deliver. He says I could
probably get the job easy and the

“Valentine’s day is in a couple of
weeks and I just wanted to buy a
present for — for someone.”

“Now Jack, this is important. It’s
about Mike. He wants to get a job.

He says he’s already talked to Mr.
Roberts about it. Jack, are you listening to me?” My spouse waswell
hidden behind his newspaper and
there was not evena rattle to indicate that he had heard me.
“MmmmHmmm,”

he

said

va-

cantly, “Say,” and suddenly the
newspaper

came

down

and he

came to life. “I knew there was

something I wanted to tell you.
Did you know that Mike is going

to get a job?”

The Exponent

“Why no,” I gasped, my eyes
widening
in surprise. “Whoever

seemed fairly glad to quit when

you think I’ve been talking about
for the last fifteen minutes?”

saved every penny of the money
he had made. He showed me both
pay envelopes (which is more than
his father ever does) and I knew

told you that? Jack, just what do

“Okay, honey,” he smiled his
apology. “I saw Hal Roberts on
the way home tonight and he told
me Mike was in to see him. It
seems that one of his delivery boys
has to have some sort of an operation next week and he wants Mike

to take his place. It’s just for a
couple of weeks, and I think the
experience
Mike.”

would

be

good

the other boy came back. He had

they were both upstairs in his
drawer the night before Valentine’s
day.

February 14 was one of those
false spring days that bring out
all the kids in the neighborhood.

Jack and Mike were in the basement working on an end table that

for

Jack had intended giving me for

“The experience would be

he'll have it finished for our Silver
Wedding Anniversay. When I
went to call them for lunch I over-

Christmas. I suppose if I’m lucky,

grand,” I conceded, “but do you

know why he wants a job? Jack,
HE WANTS TO BUY A PRESENT FOR A GIRL,” and I said

every word in capital letters.

“Is that it?” Jack laughed. “I

suspected that he’d broken Mr.
Dixon’s garage window again and
was afraid to tell me. But if it’s

just a present for a girl, I guess I
can relax. So Mike’s beginning to
notice the opposite sex.” And
chuckling, he retired behind his
newspaper.

It was evident that I would re-

ceive no sympathy from the head
of the house. My son — my baby —
wanted to buy a present for a girl.
. . . Next, he would be asking them
for dates, then going steady and

getting engaged. He would bring
some girl home and want to marry
her and he was only fourteen. Mike

was beginning to grow up and he
would probably never again slam
the front door or do any of the
childish things that — Crash! I was

startled out of my dreaming by
the front

door and a “childish”

voice shouting, “Mom, isn’t dinner
ready yet? Hey, Dad, whaddaya

heard part of a discussion about
“candy or perfume.” Apparently

Jack was advising (and probably
encouraging him too, I thought bit-

terly) about the proper gift to buy.

After lunch, Mike got cleaned

up. “I'm going uptown for awhile,
Mom.” He was all man of the world

as he put his money into his billfold. “I won’t be back late.”
“No,” I thought, “you won’t be

late. But my baby Mike won't be
coming back. You'll be a young
man when you come home.” And

I was very sad. I knew exactly how

my mother felt when I had my
first date. “Though,” I reflected,

“she at least knew the boy I was
going with. I don’t even know the
name of the girl Mike is buying a
present for.” And I was very, very
sad.
Jack gave me my gift late in the
afternoon. We were watching television and he took advantage of a
commercial. It was the pink sweater I'd been wanting, but I was a
little surprised. I had been so worried about Mike that I hadn’t hint-

think? I’m gonna work for Mr.
Roberts.”

ed to Jack more than once or twice.

Mike was true to his word dur-

I will admit, though, that Jack
takes my hints without too much
trouble.

ing the next two weeks. His job

didn’t interfere with his schoolwork and he did work hard. He

worked only for an hour or two in
the evening and on Saturday afternoons. He never said much about
liking or disliking the job, but he
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“Jack,” I asked, after I had ap-

propriately thanked him, “do you
know whom Mike is buying that
gift forP And do you know what
he’s buying?”

“Sure,” he grinned. “You’ve seen

that great big, fancy box of choc-

olates down at the drugstore. You
know, the one with all the lace
around the box and the big red rib-

bon. He said he was going to get
that. But, he didn’t exactly say

whom it was for.”

If I remembered correctly, that
box of candy cost five dollars. Who
could be so important that Mike
would spend five of his hard-earned dollars on her? And why wouldnt he tell his father and me who
she was? I sighed and wondered if
girls were easier to understand.
Mike came in just before dinner.
I heard him go into his room. He
came out shortly and I heard him
talking to Jack. “Tl give it to her
this evening,” he said. “Dad, can I

go to the movies with Joe tonight?”
Jack gave his assent and I could

almost feel my hair turning grey.

Mike was going to meeta girl at
the movies and give her a present.
Life, I felt, could never be the
same again.

I was in my room sewing when

Mike got ready to leave. He came

to the door and cleared his throat.

He looked so much like his father
standing there that it brought a

lump to my throat. Suddenly I

thought, “I’ve got to get this cleared up,” and taking a deep breath,
I said aloud, “Mike, who is thegirl

youre meeting tonight?”

“Girl? What girl?” he looked

puzzled. “Listen, Mom, I gotta go,
but I wanted to give you this first.”
And he thrust a
package at me.

gaily wrapped

“But — but, Mike, didn’t you buy
this for a girlP I — I thought —,”

I didn’t know exactly what to think.

“Gosh no, Mom, I don’t know
any girls. Now hurry up and open
it. Joe’s waiting for me.”
I opened the package slowly. The
five-dollar box of chocolates looked
even lovelier and gayer than it had
in the store window. As I bent to

pick up the card which had fallen
to the floor, tears came to my eyes.
The card said, “To Mom, my best
girl, Love, Mike.”
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Marvelous Mexico
by Irmi Rauch

@ Wont you accept an invitation to make a visit south of the
border
—down Mexico way, via a
photo album?
This first snapshot was taken
June 16, around seven P. M. when,
after eight flying hours, we first
crossed the United States border
into Mexico. What a sensation it
was to be eighteen thousand feet
in the air and look down at the
snake-like Rio Grande twist its way

along the land which already seemed peculiarly dry. Almost instan-

taneously our attention was diverted by the sight of the blazing sunset behind us in the west, with
the simultaneous rising of the moon
on the other side.
Three hours later we flew over
neon-lighted Mexico City, the capital of Mexico, and within seconds
we made our final landing. As the
plane’s door was opened and the
sound of the unknown language
came to our ears, we suddenly
realized that we were in a strange

ing Mass. The maids were busily
sweeping and washing off the stairs
and sidewalk in front of their

houses. It seems that every house

pultepec Park, where the castle of

has at least one maid, if not more.

the Aztec emperors and later of
Maximilian stands on the top of a
two-hundred foot high hill. Until
recently Mexico's President lived
in el Castillo. Now it is a museum
filled with native and European

The hire of a maid is really cheap,
so that even a middle class family
can afford several. Maids are most-

ly poor, illiterate Indians who come
into Mexico City from their small
pueblos in the mountains. Actually,
these do not solely constitute the

poor class. Out of Mexico’s almost
three million inhabitants a large

majority is poor, and many of these
are really poor. You can’t compare
them with the poor in the United

States because our poor are so

much better off. It is impossible to
imagine how or where the Mexican
poor live. You get a small insight
into their lives when you see them
barefoot on the second-class buses,

or when you pass a family which is
squating on a street corner and

eating tortillas or pineapple slices.

(Whole pineapples cost about ten

country where people wouldn't

cents.) Along with such scenes,
you have to become accustomed to

understand us; and, that since we
were the intruders, it was our job
to try to understand them and their

a lot of beggars, and professional
beggars, whom you find anywhere
and everywhere.

customs.

It can’t be said that the Indians
are the poor and the Spanish are
the rich because the two races

When we awoke the next morning and looked out of the window,
we were thrilled at seeing in reality what we had so often wondered
about in books. All the houses were
flat-roofed, covered with varied
shades of stucco. They had French
windows which were ornated with

beautiful, iron latticework. However, as we soon found out, the
latticework’s main purpose is protection. Since many houses are
wall to wall, as they are in most
sections, glass chips are cemented
on walls between the roofs for

additional protection.

have mixed so much that they actually formed a new race, namely,
Mexican. As a result, the Mexicans’ culture and their whole way
of living is a mixture of the two
cultures which are so blended as
to create amagnificent and unique

civilization.
The buildings and monuments of
the City portray well what this
civilization is. We began our tour
of Mexico City by walking down

the world-famous Paseo de la Reforma.

The Reforma is a three-

Down in the narrow street the

mile long boulevard which is shad-

senoras, still wearing their black

ed by various kinds of trees, especi-

mantillas and praying their rosar-

ally majestic palms. The boulevard
has six Glorietas, center circles, on

ies, were coming home from mornPage 8

some of which monuments have
been erected. The Paseo de la
Reforma begins at historical Cha-

historical pieces.
Below the castle in the Park is
a monument to the Heroic Children who died in defending the
hill in 1847. In addition, the huge
Park has athletic fields, playgrounds, a lake for boating, and
even a ZOO.
Going toward the center of the
City, on one of the Glorietas of the
Paseo de la Reforma is situated the
impressive Independence Monument. The monument is topped by
the golden Angel of Victory which
overlooks the Reforma. Further
along the boulevard, disregarding
the innumerable minor monuments,
there are statues of Columbus and
Cuahtemoc, the greatest Aztec
hero and emporer.
Finally we reached the end of
the Reforma, where the City’s
Main Street
—Juarez Avenue begins. On Avenida Juarez is, of
course, a monument to the illustrious liberal leader and Mexican
President of the nineteenth century, Benito Juarez. It faces almost
directly Mexico’s most luxurious
hotel, the Del Prado. The Palace
of Fine Arts ends Juarez Avenue.
It is an enormous public building
of mixed architecture, containing
a national theater, art galleries and
auditoriums. You can see on this

structure proof that Mexico City is
built on a lake because the Palace
has already sunk several feet. Here
we heard the National Symphony
of Mexico; and here also, accidentally and unknowingly, we saw the
very controversial and probably
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best known Mexican painter of the
twentieth century, Diego Rivera.
In downtown Mexico City there
is another very important section.

with the past. A gigantic mural by
Diego Rivera is sculptured into the
athletic stadium which outsizes the
stadium at Los Angeles.

It is a large square called the Zocalo. The seat of the Aztecs’ government was in the Zocalo. Here,
too, Montezuma built his palace.
When the Spaniards conquered the

The University, having been
founded in 1553, is rich in tradition. Although it is somewhat
Americanized now, its educational

City they used some of the mater-

fluence. If you want to learn Spanish, this is the place to go because
the University has a policy which

ials of the Aztec structures and
constructed the present National
Palace on the actual site where
Montezuma’s palace formerly
stood.
On another side of the square
they built a magnificent Cathedral
of Mexico. It is the largest church
in Mexico, and Mexico has many,
many churches. Its architecture is

breathtaking, both on the inside
and outside. Its huge marble and
golden altars, wood carvings, lifelike statues, artistic masterpieces
put you into endless wonder. More
astounding yet, is the religious
fervor of the people of the Cathedral. You get an overall picture of
throngs of poor, simple people
praying with such an unshakeable
faith that their sincerity can not
be doubted.

system shows much European in-

prohibits any English to be spoken
in Spanish classes.
Only a few miles from University City and off of Insurgentes
Avenue is the Plaza Monumental
Mexico — the world’s largest bull-

ring. Some say that the bullfight is
the only thing that starts on time
in Mexico. There is a fight every

Sunday afternoon at four o'clock.
What is interesting at these fights
is not only seeing the struggle between the matador and the bull,
but also observing the fans’ reactions which range from deep pity
to almost savageness.

Catholic Mexico at the Village of
Guadalupe, four miles outside of
the City, where the famed Basilica

in honor of Our Lady of Guadalupe is found. The original cloak

running water and very often no
electricity. It is customary to pro-

tect the houses by a fence which
is made by the growth of straight-

standing, tall cacti. There is always
a church. It is perhaps the only

vides the transportation.

of the poor Indian, Juan Diego,
upon which the Virgin Mary miraculously imprinted her image,
still hangs over the main altar in a

frame of pure gold.

Illustration by Anne Rauch

One of the most monumental evidences of Toltec civilization in the

Valley of Mexico is the Pyramids.

These pyramids which were built

layout is spectacular, each building
being very different. Several bear

at least a thousand years ago are an
archaeological marvel. The massive
Pyramid of the Sun, the largest on
the continent, and the lesser Pyra-

striking mosaic designs which depict the merging of the Spanish

thirty miles northeast of Mexico

with the Indian and of the present

City in the little town of San Juan
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you might see on pictures. The one
or two room houses (more often
huts) are of adobe. They have no

The Mexican inhabitants here
are mostly Indian, poor, of course,
and their main occupation is farming. Farming in Mexico is not at
all prosperous. The soil is nonfertile, and then the high altitudes
and climate also hinder good farming. The hand plow is the main
tool, and the faithful burro pro-

You experience a similar expres-

sity City is trulyacity in itself. Its

We saw more of the so simple,
yet astounding Mexican rural areas
when we drove sixty miles south to
the town of Taxco. This trip took
us through the enormous Sierra
Madre Mountain Range. The twolane road from Mexico City to
Taxco meanders around the mountains, and from time to time a
small pathway veers off from the
road into a tiny mountain village.
These villages are really like those

well constructed building.

sion of faith in predominantly

Another aspect of Mexican culture, which was particularly interesting to us since we attended its
Summer School, is the National
University of Mexico. Last summer, classes were still held in the
old university buildings, but this
year the new University City will
be completed and opened. Univer-

Teotihuacan. Even though it was
hard breathing, it was worthwhile
to make the two hundred and seventeen-foot climb to the top of
the colossal Pyramid of the Sun
because from there we got a marvelous panorama of the Mexican
countryside.

mid of the Moon are located about

While driving along we were
frequently stopped by a burro or
a cow standing in the middle of
the road. As we scared them off
with the hom, we noticed that
they were very lean and smaller in
comparison with those on our
farms in the United States. Everything seems to suffer from the

crops, and this explains why it is
so difficult to find good meat in

Mexico.
After about four hours we reached Taxco. Taxco is built on the
side of a mountain where silver is
mined. It is famous not only for

its exquisite silver products, but
also for its colonial atmosphere.
(Turn to Page 21)
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Under Angel Wings

agined the Heavenly Father was
sad because of her tantrums. Thus
we see from her earliest childhood

God’s presence was a vital element
in her life. In her childish innocence and simplicity she would

by William Johnson

place herself near the crucifix in
@ Lent is a time when we try
to step up our spiritual life. We

pray more and oftener and perhaps
with greater fervor. We exercise
self-control by acts of mortification. The soul and the mind need
nourishment just as the body needs
food. One method to supply this
spiritual food is to read goodbooks,
religious books. This kind of reading feeds the soul with pious
thoughts and makes prayer easier.
Recently I read a very unusual
book that I would like to tell you
about. It is an autobiography of a
Brazilian nun who died in 1939.
Born in 1900 she was baptized
Cecy Cony. Later in religion she
was known as Sister Maria Antonia
in the Sisters of St. Francis of

cal harm and filled her with a
sense of sweetness when she was
docile to his behests. Sister was

one of those happy mortals who
lived a true mystical life, a life of
intimate union with our Lord. The

world today is weighted down with

misery and crime; it lies sunken
under a tremendous abyss. Souls
of divine love, mystical souls, souls
of the cross will balance the scales
of God’s justice. The proud and
opinionated world gets itself lost
in confusions and complications.
The simplicity of the Gospel, the
simplicity of the spiritual childhood taught by the Little Flower

and lived by Sister Maria Antonio
can save the world.

Penance and Charity, a congre-

her room so that Jesus would not
be alone or be afraid of the cruel
soldiers of the Passion.
At the time of the carnival she
tells us that her mother would deck
them out in fancy dresses, and accompanied by the servants the
children would go to the town

square. At the carnival of 1905,
while attempting to go home by
herself, she got lost in the square
which to her was like a place of
confusion. She did not cry for
fear had frozen her tears. Then a
man with a horrible mask and
flashing eyes approached her and
took her hand. “At that moment I
could have died of fright,” she said.
Held a prisoner in the hands of
the masked man she walked a few
steps when she sensed at her side

without actually seeing him the

gation founded in Holland in 1835.
Acting under obedience — Sister
wrote with a certain repugnance
this story of her life to her twentyfirst year. She died before she

Angel whom she had seen in a picture. She was as sure of the presence of the Angel as she was sure
of the masked man on the other
side. “I was aware of his presence
without seeing him, but it was as
if I had seen him.” The masked
man freed her with a push and disappeared into the crowd. “All my
terror left me, and my soul was

could finish the autobiography.
The manuscript was read by a
number of persons who found it
so appealing, they thought it
should be published that others
might get inspiration from it. Sister was gifted intellectually and
well educated, she was a leader in
her classes and her supervisors assure us she was an excellent teacher.

filled with a sweet tranquility because of the confidence I felt in my
New Friend.” From that time in
early 1905 she says that her New

Friend accompanied her always
and everywhere. She called him
by that name till she was six years
old when she learned that he was
her Guardian angel. In her own

What impresses the reader is
the ingenuousness, the simplicity of
the narrative, which to some is a
proof of its truthfulness. Pages like
these are capable of raising the
level of the reader‘s spiritual life.
In the first paragraph we read: “I
must narrate everything that I recall about my life. I shall write it
as it comes from my heart.”

want to be good, but if people are
good God allows the sun to shine.

As we progress through the story

From that time till she was six her

we become conscious of the pres-

first interest in the morning was to

This angelic protection continu-

ence of her Guardian Angel whom

learnif it was raining or if the sun

ed and manifested itself in various

she calls her New Friend. He res-

was shining. If it was raining, but

ways. Thus he hindered her from

cued her from spiritual and physi-

not thundering some times she im-

stealing fruit, from giving way to
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Illustration by Elizabeth DeCurtins

One day, frightened by a thun-

der storm, she ran into the protecting arms of her father, who told
her that if it thundered God was
angry with people who did not

words we know that she was much

aware of the influence of her Guardian Angel: “I had a better and
more clear understanding of the

voice of my New Friend than of
the spoken words of Mother Raphael whom I could see when she

spoke to me.”
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revenge, from reading improper
material, from. “seeing whatever

Catholic Press Month

our Lord or my New Friend did
not wish me to see.” She sums up
her indebtedness to her Guardian
Angel in these words: “If I were to
tell all that you have done for me,
a big book would not contain the
account of all your holy inspirations . . .” Towards the end of her
life she says to her New Friend:
“After thirty years, why have you
hidden yourself from your little
sister and friend? But you are still
with me, I know, even though I

have not been aware of your holy
company and presence since last

year, 1935.”

by Henry Brown

@ By a Catholic journalist I do
not understand the Catholic who
works as a journalist or a journalist
who is a Catholic. I mean a man
who practices his faith, who judges
all things in the perspective of his
faith, who writes of these things
as a Catholic must write of them.

The work of such a journalist is
very different from that of a sec-

ular journalist. His job is not just

The Angel directed her in making sacrifices for the good Jesus.
Thus she gave of her allowance to
others, she cared for an unkept old

lady, she kept what was second
best for herself and gave new articles to others, and she performed
acts of kindness that cost her pain
and suffering.
At the time of her first Communion she took this oath of fidelity:
“O good and beloved Jesus, I swear
to thee, my Lord, that I do not

want ever to commit any sin.” She
says this was the only oath she
ever took, but she made it, moved

by a great desire not to offend
God, and “through His grace the
oath was never broken, even to
this date.” She tells us how infinite-

ly happy she was on the day of

her first Communion and that she
’ felt really and vividly within her-

self the real presence of Jesus.

“Thou in me and I in Thee. Thy

soul in my soul, Thy heart in my

heart! Two souls in only one soul!
Two hearts in only one heart!”
Thirty years after her First Communion she reminds Jesus that she

always felt His holy presence in

her until the past year when she
was “immersed in the most sorrowful abandonment, in the most sorrowful longing. However, may thy

to present contemporary events in

an intelligible manner; not to sponsor a political program ora social
cause; not simply to present the
news in an attractive manner to the
public and make it profitable to the

paper. His task is first, last and
always to care for the interests of
the Church.

must be eliminated. Hence much
that is considered interesting jour-

nalistic copy may be beyond the
reach of a Catholic journalist.
In denouncing evil and refuting
error his main. purpose should not
be to convict others. of error, but to
win the readers over to truth and

justice. All journalists should aim
to be fair, but the Catholic journalist should do more, he should strive
after true charity.
In the exercise of his profession
the Catholic journalist meets some
real difficulties, but he also has
some very special advantages. In
the first place the principles of his

faith supply him with a most effective working base. Every journalist needs sucha base, a religious

His reading public will mostly

belief, a philosophy of life. This is

faith, to those who are sympathetic

man as it is of a Father Kennedy,

ing for religious truth.

the journalist may deteriorate into
a purveyor of gossip or a chroni-

be restricted to members of his
with his views and who are searchStill his

desires should always be to reach
some of those who lie beyond the
limits of his usual core of readers.
This desire presents a continuous
challenge to his industry, his skill,

his vision. The purpose of serving

Holy Mother Church may not always be obvious, but it must be in
the back of his mind.
The journalist who wants to
serve the Church must write in
conformity with the Church’s
teaching. To do this he must be
well-informed in the truths of faith,
he must be familiar with the official

pronouncements of the Church on
moral, dogmatic and social matters.
While he is guided by the teachings of the Church he should not

on the one hand just parrot the

as true of a Lawrence, a Lipp-

a Father Gillis. Minus such a base

cler of events.
In the second place the principles of the Faith supply the journalist with a firm and reliable
foundation for his judgments on
the events that he describes and in-

terprets. In time this can give to
journalistic writing soundness and
permanence that is often lacking in
this kind of work.
We should not over-stress the

restrictions placed by a Catholic
pattern of life on the Catholic journalist.

The number of important

events which are not in some way
related to the Church is few, and
practically there are no significant
happenings that do not have to be
viewed in the light of the Church’s
teaching.

In the novitiate

opinions of others or give the impression that he speaks for the
Church.

at times, but very soon I did find

What is of merely secular inter-

In his day Gilbert K. Chesterton
treated a wide range of subjects in

est has no place in the Catholic

his own original manner, and by

journalist’s columns. That which is
harmful to the Faith, to religion

the way no journalist of his time

most holy will be fulfilled in Thy
little creature.

Thou didst hide Thyself from me
thee.”

(Turn to Page 21)
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(Turn to Page 23)
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EPIGRAMS

MARDI GRAS

What is love
But the promise of an everlasting day;
Not bound up with passing fancy,
Nor fastened down by reason’s long delay.

Don’t be a Scrooge and say “bah”

What is charity
But eternal love in time;
Not secured to self by vain chagrin,
Nor half hid up with subtlety’s recline.

You can’t always act like a clown

—DOoNALD BOCCARDI.

When it comes time for Mardi Gras,
Put away your life-long diet
And join in with this riot.
And sing and stroll all over town;
On Mardi Gras it’s expected,
And no one is excepted.
Only be sure at twelve to stop,
That you can start from the top

CONFLICT
It’s bitter cold tonight yet I can see
April blooms beyond a straggly tree.

And go through the forty-day fast
Sticking it through to the last.
—PAULA SMITH.

Oh, limpid waters frozen in cold retreat
Through wild rice to coral beds fathoms deep.
Long shafts of frosted moonlight in the wind
Were songs of love to far-off Kathleen Lynn.
Bleak cold marshes chilled me when I passed
But not for long with memories of my task.
And in silent moment I had no fear,
I knew the song of Spring would soon be here.

CAN WE UNDERSTAND
THE FOUR FREEDOMS
Why do they have to whisper
When we would shout and cry...
Are they afraid they must die?

Thin shadows from the sombre trees across the hedge
Were flowering in a deep carmine to the waters edge.

Why are some of their doors bolted
While all our’s are open wide...

Cat-tails frozen in the shallow swamps at dawn

What are they trying to hide?

Were as beautiful lilies on an Easter morn.

The harvest fields with corn shocks shrivelled dry
Were laden with their lucious fruits and tassels high.
Snow drifting into crevices very small
Was liquid pearl through a capillary wall.
I paused at every step through creaking snow

To gather sweet clover in bundles, to and fro.
My eyes were searching beyond the barrier of endless night
To stand for one brief moment on the broken crimson light.

How is it that they’re always wanting
And we seem so satisfied...
Can’t they afford to show pride?
What makes them shudder and tremble
Where we would fearlessly tread...
Do they replace courage for dread?
—IRMI RAUCH. ,

The night was a silent century
—undisturbed
As the rhythm of a pendulum, yet unheard.
Shadows reaching through the past will not return
But their ashes will remain in memory’s urn.
Man would struggle for supremacy of mind,
Yet all would be vanquished through conquest in time.
—NELSON R. HAAs.
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Come now, bea little more gallant —
Hand over some of your poetic talent
to The Poetry Page

% Exponent, Campus Post Office.
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“Brevities - we
AWAY FROM HOME FOR
THE HOLIDAYS
@ There is a certain popular
song which became quite well
known before Christmas. Its first

line reads thus: “There is no place
like home for the holidays.” The
week before Christmas found the

highways jammed with cars, and
the trains and airplanes crowded
to capacity. Everyone was going
home to spend the Christmas holidays at home with his family and
friends. Proof of this could be seen
right here at U. D. Out of the four
hundred and thirty-five boys who
live at Founders Hall, about four
hundred and fifteen went home.
The remaining twenty boys stayed
here either because the trip would
be too long or too costly.

at Our Lady of the Rosary church,
and so we went to Mass there, even
though it isn’t the parish to which
we belong. At about eleven thirty,

the choir began singing Christmas

cleaned up the turkey. Of course,
then there were stacks of dishes
to be washed. But that didn’t take
too long, and then we were ready
to have some more fun.

Carols. Then followed a solemn
high Mass, during which we all received Holy Communion. When we

My dad thought that maybe the
boys would enjoy seeing some of

finally returned home, it was about
two oclock. While the boys sat
and talked in the living room,
Mother and I began preparing ham
and eggs for breakfast. Mother and
Dad had invited Bob to stay over
night and so at about three o'clock
we all dropped into bed.
On Christmas Day it seems like
we did nothing but eat and wash

dishes all day. The company for
which my dad works had given

him a twenty-pound turkey for

the Christmas decorations around
town so we all piled into the car
and drove around looking at the
beautifully lighted decorations.
When we returned home, we were
all content to just sit and watch
television. At about ten o'clock,

we ate the rest of the turkey in
the form of cold turkey sandwiches.
As we sat at the table and ate, the
boys told us about the different
customs of their countries. These,
of course, we found both interesting and amusing. Often the boys
would have trouble putting an idea
across because of their limited

Although many of the Puerto Rican
boys did go home, Bob found it

Christmas and all day the aroma
of roasting turkey and dressing filled the house. Early in the afternoon, we decided to drive over to
Founders Hall because I had never

more economical to stay in Day-

been inside of it. When we arrived,

Finally, at about twelve o'clock,

ton. As it was quite lonely in the
Dormitory, Bob spent most of his
free time at my house. On Christmas Eve, he came down early and
we all opened our presents together. It was such fun, sitting on the
floor in the midst of the wrappings
and presents, with the phonograph
softly playing Christmas Carols.
My family did its utmost to make
Bob feel at home, as this was the
first Christmas he spent away from
home.

we found two of Bob’s friends sitting in their room. They were the
only two boys in the entire building. I couldn’t leave them sit there
alone on Christmas when we had
so much food at home, so I invited
them over. One of the boys was
from Lima, Peru, and the other
was from Monterey, Mexico.

it was time to take the boys back
to the Dormitory. I know that my
family and I enjoyed this Christ-

My boy friend Bob, who comes
from Puerto Rico, was among these.

Later on, we took pictures of
the tree, the presents, and any-

body who happened to get in the
way. By the time we had exhausted our supply of flash bulbs and

put the room in order, it was time
to get ready for Midnight Mass.
My brother was to sing in the choir
February, 1955

We have our basement fixed up
into a sort of recreation room, with
a shuffleboard and other games in
it. All afternoon, we played shuflleboard and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Then we started to sing
Christmas Carols. We sang “Silent
Night” in three different languages,
English, German, and Spanish.

Then Mother called us for dinner.
By that time everyone was quite
hungry and among us, we almost

English vocabulary, but we usually
knew what they were saying.

mas more than we could ever say.

Not only did we havea lot of fun,

but also a certain feeling that we
had made Christmas a little more

fun for some wonderful boys who
were forced to spend Christmas
away from home.
—Doris BUEHLER.

I WAS A MAILMAN FOR
A WEEK
@ | played the role of a postman
during the first week of the past
Christmas vacation. Not only was
the pay an attraction, but also I

(Turn to Page 23)
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Joey Gets A Valentine
by Carol Hilton

@

Jo -- ey, stop that eternal

daydreaming. You got work to do.

Now get in here and empty the

many as anyone else in the room,
in fact one from each of his classmates. Oh, it was a wonderful

garbage, then shovel the walk.

dream and Joey knew that this

After that you go to the store for

time it would surely come true.

me. Hear me now? Well, do it or
Ill take a stick to your hide.
What'd I ever do to deserve such
a lazy good-for-nothing like you?

You're just like your father, a drifter and a loafer. Hear me now, just

like your father I say.”
Mrs. Poloski let out a sigh, then
muttered half to herself as though
in excuse for the lambasting she
had just given her son, “Well, I
gotta keep after the kid or he will
sure turn: out like his father, always dreaming around, seeing
things different’n they are. That
kid’s gotta learn now that he’s
what he is and there ain’t no changing it. A kid as homely as he is,
he'll never get no place unless he
works for it.” Then realizing Joey

Joey knew that his classmates
laughed at him because his ears
stuck out so far from his head and
poked fun at him because his
clothes were always patched and
mended and seemed at least one
size too small for his underfed
frame. But he was still sure that
they really liked him, and tomorrow would prove it. Well, maybe
he wouldn't get a Valentine from

everyone, but there would be at
least ten for him. Then Joey
thought of the valentines he had
carefully hidden in his desk at
school. One for each of his classmates. His mother didn’t know and

have taken his eyes off of it for
anything. He couldn't remember
when he had seen anything so
beautiful as that box covered with
white crepe paper and decorated
with red hearts. Joey was certain
he would never be able to wait
until the activity period when the
valentines were to be given out.

his prize. Oh, it was wonderful,
this feeling of anticipation.
There now Miss Jones was final-

ly to call out names. Three or four
children walked to the front of the
room. Joey unconsciously noticed
that Sammy, the boy who sat in

front of him, had just returned with

and stooped from always having
more heavy work than she could

two snowy white envelopes. The

pupils who had not yet received

manage. Through skimping and
saving to feed and clothe her fam-

any valentines were clamoring and
shouting to see those of their
Illustration by Kay DeVol

he did not dare tell her. She
thought valentines were a sill

waste of money and had told him
so when he asked for a few cents
with which to purchase them. So

had dimly heard his mother’s voice

he had secretly hoarded his milk

through his wonderful dream. He

money each day until he had

was thinking of the Valentine party

enough money to buy the neces-

at school the next day and of the

teacher’s desk, and Joey couldn’t

he had to do was wait for the
teacher to call his name then walk
to the front of the room to claim

She did not mean to be hard on
the boy. It was only that she could
not understand him just as she had
never been able to understand the
man she had married. Mrs. Poloski
was a woman aged before her time

Joey, sitting in the living room,

was the spirit of holiday happiness
and an undercurrent of suppressed
excitement. The valentine box dominated the entire room. It sat on the

But the time finally arrived, and

lazy body of yours moving or I'll
beat it up good and proper.

she had developed a purely realistic
outlook on life, an outlook in which
there was no time for daydreaming or wishing.

St. Valentine’s day dawned crisp

and clear. In Joey’s classroom there

Joey was the most excited and expectant child in the room. Now all

hadn’t yet moved, “Joey -- ey,
what'd I tell you now, get that

ily and never having quite enough
money to do either one properly

and each one had been chosen with
extreme care. Oh, yes, tomorrow
would be the most wonderful day
of his life, but now it was time to
do his chores before his mother
carried out her proposed threat.

sary thirty cards. Just thinking of

friends and neighbors. But not Joey, he must be very quiet so that
he would not miss his name when
it was called out.

Miss Jones called name after
name. And now there wasa lot of

laughing and passing around of

valentines. Joe was dimly aware
that everyone in the class had re-

ceived at least two valentines. But

many fancy lacey cards he would

them gave him a delicious feeling.

still he would not, he could not

receive from his classmates.

They were so bright and pretty,

(Turn to Page 22)
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CL ducators’ SVlook -~Edited by Mary Ann Finn

@ The primary purpose of the
Educator’s Nook is to keep everyone informed about the trends and

facts pertinent to our modern system of education. Last month we
recorded, for our benefit, the “Ten
Steps to Better Schools” suggested
by Father James Keller in his book
All God’s Children. The ink was
hardly dry on that excerpt when it
seemed forces were attacking the

very ideals that Fr. Keller’s plans
were promoting.

The Catholic Transcript, a newspaper published in Hartford, Connecticut, featured an article de-

fending the right of private schools.
This defense was made against a

pamphlet, Public Education and
the Future of America, issued by
the Educational Policies Commission, a small but influential research group which is a joint agency of the National Education Association of School Administrators.
Statements in the commission’s re-

port seem
and work
“Faith in
ultimately

The report further threatened reversal of the Supreme Courtruling

which invalidated a law compelling all children to attend public
schools. The article also inferred
that parents sending children to

private schools displayed a lack of
confidence in the system of public
education, and should be “in a
sense” reprimandel for this lack of

The pamphlet further reported
that: “Good Americans must believe that public schools develop
moral and ethical commitments
common to all great religions, that

public education gives the best
support to the American way of
life, and that public schools alone

and_

tested

by

modern

The second semester is now well
under way, and many future teachers are completing their college sojourn by means of practice teach-

ing in the Dayton public school

system. Acquisition of a teaching

trust.

certificate can be the key to real
adventure and new experiences.

What is your reaction to this new
attack on non-public schools? What

and say, “Join the teaching profession and see the world.” We offer

May we borrow the old navy slogan

would happen to the already overburdened public school system if
parochial schools were outlawed
and closed down? Is this latest attack a democratic practice or a new
bid for totalitarianism to creep in
under the guise of a better way to

educate and train youth? Use the
envelope hanging on the bulletin
board in C202, and deposit your

to question the validity
of the private school.
public education rests
on two beliefs: that a

particular kind of education must
be designed to support a_particular way of life, and_ that
public education will best support
the American way of life.”

sidered

educators.

proof positive!

The vacancies for elementary
and secondary teachers exist at Air
Force bases in the Azores, England, France, Germany, Japan,
French Morocco, Ireland, Newfoundland,
Philippine
Islands,
Spain and Tripoli. The gross
monthly salary for these attractive
positions is $350 and the scheduled
tour of duty is for only twelve
months. Transportation to and from
the overseas assignments are provided by Uncle Sam, plus free living quarters or housing allowance.

The applicant must have a bach-

elor’s degree plus two years of current public school teaching experi-

ence and be at least twenty-three

years of age.
suggestions or remarks concerning
this matter. Give the issue some
thought, discuss it with your
friends, and then please let us share
your views.
%

*

&

This is probably a premature
possibility for this year’s graduates,
but if you have teacher-friends who
are looking for something new and
different, suggest that they contact
the Employment Office, Building
70, Area C, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, for further details. This is

An interesting report on the pro’s
and con’s concerning report cards
can be found in the February issue
of McCall’s. As future teachers and

brotherhood because they inter-

parents, the college student should

work and sight-seeing all at gov-

mingle children of all religious

become

faiths.”

privilege of being a good-will am-

methods of evaluation being con-

can teach the real meaning of

February, 1955

interested

in

the

new

an opportunity for travel, vacation,
ernment expense with the added
bassador all in the same year.
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ctrom the Cditor’s Den - - LET’S BUY A “DAYTONIAN”
@ A college or university yearbook is not merely
something that is “nice” to have around the house to

gather dust with other publications, it is a book that

firmly established. If we as Americans want a crop
named “peace on the home-front,” we will have to
first plant the seeds of law in a soil which is ready
for it.

will one day bring back to its owner the treasured
memories of college life and the faces of those with
whom he associated in the happiest years of his strive
for education.

The soil of which we speak is none other than
that unpredictable creature we call man.

At U.D., our “Daytonian” is ultimately designed
for the students and in like manner, a publication that

A CODE — A CHALLENGE — A CODE

requires the undivided support and backing of every
student, despite his respective class or division.

The “Daytonian” will cost the student only six
dollars, with the guarantee that in the years to come,
the purchaser will realize his money was invested
wisely and well.
A yearbook, which is a summary of the year’s

events, has become an integral part of American
college life. Order yours withoutdelay!

LAW AND ORDER
@ How many times we have heard the expression
when things are not up to par either on a local, state
or national scale, “Pass a law!” For some unexplainable reason, the American seems to feel that the
greatest “cure all” for lack of order and tranquillity
is legislation. We have become blinded to the realization that law, no matter how binding or by whom
imposed, will never create order. It is merely a guide,
and basic to all law from the very beginning of time
until the very end is a cooperative desire and willing-

ness on the part of man to progress.

@ William B. Given, president of the American

Brake Shoe Company, once penned a memo to a new
division president on the occasion of the latter’s promotion to a more authoritative position in the company. The memo, we believe, is well worth noting

because it applies in a most important sense to those
who hold offices in student council and in respective
classes at the University of Dayton.

It could well serve as a code of operation for such
persons, both in the conduct of ordinary routine’business and in the all important responsibility of legislating for the students they serve.
Mr. Given’s letter follows:
1. Minor decisions often turn out to have been

major ones.
2. When you are sure an old policy, method or
system is wrong, give yourself more time before
changing it.
3. Mental flexibility is vital.
4, Half the time, the man who wants a quick
decision is uncertain.

5. Doubt and doubt again! Doubt the impossibil-

Today with the increase of violence, vice and
crimes of every type imaginable and with juvenile
crime at an alarmingly high rate, we find ourselves
remarking many times that what we need in this
country is better law. Personally, we do not feel this
is the answer. As a nation we do not need “better”

ity of doing things differently.

law; we need better wills that will accept law readily
and voluntarily as a guide to progress. We need a

rate it!

moral rebirth.

No, law will never create order. The most it can
do is to help sustain order when that has once been
Page 16

6. Whenever possible, leave the responsibility
where it belongs.
7. Think in optimistic views at all times.

8. Fight for the people when you are sure they
9. Recommend and make intelligent decisions.

Of these nine tenets, we feel the eighth is most

outstanding and the one principle by which our class
The Exponent

and council officers at U. D. have unceasingly striven
to abide. May those in whom we have vested our
trust and confidence never become lax in their efforts
to further the interests of the student body.
Our officers and council representatives at U. D.
realize that the student electorate should rate “number one” with them—so much so, that the thought
of furthering student benefits has come to be the
motivating force behind their every legislative and
executive action.

Our sixteenth president said a lot when he

being hurt. Football attendance has suffered since the
arrival of television and many small colleges would
find even slimmer crowds than ever if their state’s
university team began appearing every Saturday on
TV screens.

For this reason the legislative proposals may be
a little too drastic, but we must not forget that a lot
of television viewers and sponsors are not too happy
with the present set-up.
We feel that one answer to this situation might
be for the NCAA to adopt what we might call a

remarked, “in unity there is strength.” We somehow

“regional” plan. Under this set-up, several games could

firmly believe that by collectively continuing to adhere
to the policy these immortal words suggest, we will
do much to carry the name of the University of Dayton far beyond the corporate limits of the city of
Dayton.

be televised weekly, one each in a number of differ-

ent geographic divisions of the country.
It may well be that such a plan, if adopted, will
satisfy the majority of the viewing public. Why not
give it a trial?

Cooperating in all that we do as a body, will
demonstrate faith in our faculty and confidence in

the ability of those we have selected as our representatives in student affairs.

FOOTBALL AND THE LEGISLATURES
@ State legislatures throughout the country are
putting pressure on the National Collegiate Athletic
Association with bills which, if enacted, would direct
the big state universities to televise their football
games.
Ohio’s bill, sponsored by Representatives Barrett
and Tablack of Youngstown and Sullivan of Cleveland, is similar to moves being made in Michigan and
Minnesota. The bill proposes televising Ohio State’s
contests, in direct conflict with the NCAA policy of
limiting TV to the “game-a-week” plan.
In regard to tax-supported institutions, state laws
would obviously transcend NCAA rulings. Likewise,
many of the big schools would no doubt welcome
the opportunity to televise their games.

ALONE
® In the New York Sun of May twenty-first, 1927,
there appeared an editorial by Harold MacDonald
Anderson entitled “Lindbergh Flies Alone.”
We feel that this editorial, aside from being an
outstanding tribute to one of the greatest men of

our time, embodies a philosophy suited to persons in
every walk of life, despite their varied, individual
circumstances.
Mr. Anderson’s editorial read:
“Alone? Is he alone at whose right side rides
Courage, with Skill within the cockpit and Faith upon
the left? Does solitude surround the brave when
Adventure leads the way and Ambition reads the
dials? Is there no company with him for whom the
air is cleft by Daring and the darkness is made light
by Emprise?
“True, the fragile bodies of his fellows do not
weigh down -his plane; true, the fretful minds of
weaker men are lacking from his crowded cabin; but
as his airship keeps her course he holds communion
with those rarer spirits that inspire to intrepidity and

Ohio State University, along with Notre Dame,
Pennsylvania and Georgia Tech, was one of the first
to protest the NCAA restrictions when adopted back
in 1951.

resource to mind, content to soul.

We are not capable of predicting what might
happen if many states go through with such proposals,

“Alone? With what other companions would that
man fly to whom the choice were given?”

but we are personally in full agreement with the three
northeastern Ohio representatives who hold that the

“game-of-the-week” plan has been unsatisfactory.

by their sustaining potency give strength to arm,

Lost among the more pertinent news stories of

the day; buried in the back pages of the New York
Sun one day in May, what a powerful reflection of
Harold Anderson’s editoral and philosophical genius

Teams are chosen too far ahead to be certain of
top contests, and in far too many cases the game

was brought to light through “Lindbergh Flies Alone.”

interests only a part of the country. Apparently there

It’s the kind of editorial that makes a person think!

is no way out of this dilemna without somebody
February, 1955

—Ep FLYNN
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@oeds’ Corner +++ Edited by Anne Flynn

FOR FEBRUARY
@ February is the month of holidays . . . birthdays of the presidents, and even better for us, Valentine’s Day. This is the day when anyone can tell
anyone “I love you! Won't you be my Valentine?” or
just the reverse, and not be too concerned about the
consequences. It’s the day of the year when wegals

hope to receive candy, hearts (two kinds), flowers
and pretty phrases.
a happy one.

Hope your February 14 was

This is also the time of the year for the beginning
of a new semester. For freshmen, it means that the
first of eight is finished, and things at U..D. are
beginning to become rather familiar. For seniors, it
is the “Home Stretch” . . . the one that always seemed

so far away. No matter in which year we belong,
let’s try to make this second semester of 1955 the
best of our college career.
&

—A. F.
S

@

A MOTHER'S JOY
@ It is agreed that a woman's greatest joy is to
bring a child into the world. After she brings him into
the age of speed she still has joy on top of joy. When
he reaches the age of two and is able to get around
on his own two feet, she realizes he is living up to
the age in which he lives. No sooner than the mother

grabs a china ash tray out of his little, round hand
and proceeds to get the rest of the fragile pieces
within his reach he has broken her favorite figurine.
The weather finally gets warmer and she puts him
in the yard to play. Now she can attempt to finish
some of her housework. When she goes out to bring
him in she sees nothing buta little mud ball from
head to foot. Her energy by this time is at its lowest
but she takes him in and gets him to look normal
again and puts him in his high chair for dinner. He
is just learning to feed himself and she is real proud

Of course, as the years go on things improve very
much. Her biggest chore is mending sweaters, socks,
and weakened knees in jeans.
Then finally the day comes when this little, onetime, football-minded boy has changed his mind to
the feminine gender and before she knows it she sees
him coming down the aisle with a pretty bride on
his arm.
Now she wants to bring back the wonderful
days of cleaning mud off of his little hands or mending torn sweaters. She is glad, though, to see her

little boy molded into a fine young man and she
knows she still has her joy because “a thing of beauty
is a joy forever.”

—Joy Kiem.

LIFE AWAY FROM HOME
@ When I came to school I had great dreams of
how life away from home would be. I thought of
how wisely I could manage my money. The mere
idea of eating out thrilled me no end. And I also
liked the idea of managing my clothes.

For a while I thought I managed my money very

wisely until I started seeing things I wanted to buy
and to my surprise, found out I didn’t have any
money left over to buy them.
Eating out still is nice sometimes, but the many
times I have longed for a home-cooked meal have
out-numbered the times that were fun by a great
margin.

And managing my clothes isn’t too different, but
sometimes I don’t seem to have enough socks, or else

I have them but the dirt just won't come out for me
like it did for Mother. When it comes to ironing
blouses, I believe I iron more wrinkles in them than
out. And more buttons seem to be coming off, and

seams are splitting just to test my sewing ability.

strained peas on her curtains, son, wall, and above

But still, when I think of all the wonderful times
I have had and all the nice people I have met, I

all her newly polished floor. She just can’t wait until

know I will remember all the nice or trying times

night comes and his seemingly too light-weight eyelids get heavy.

home.”

of him until her wondering eyes see the carrots and
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without regretting my choice of “life away from
—Joy KLEIN.
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NOTES TAKEN AT THE PAN-HELLENIC
FASHION SHOW
@ Ladies, 1955 is the year for several “new”
looks in the world of fashion. As you look at our
models, I'll explain what I mean. First of all, this

really an old fabric for formals or for that June bride,
and that fabric is dimity.
Well, hope you're all ready for the spring season
now with our few tips from this Pan-Hellenic Fashion
show which was put on in cooperation with Elder’s

year we are stressing the complete ensemble look.

store and Mademoiselle magazine. See you in the

Linings of suits will match the blouse, even carrying
the color scheme of the outfit down to the hose.
They, too, will be available in a matching pale tone

Easter Parade.

to fit right in. It’s the complete, neat costume look.

LENT

And the motto for the year is “The torso is more
so!!!!” By this we do not mean that we're going to

have the horrible 1925 flat look. In 1925 there was
no shape at all in clothes. Dresses were merely flour
barrels tied with a sash. This year’s long look has a

shape, a definite shape. It is not flat, but longstemmed, with slim, easy-to-walk-in skirts, the pulled-

—A. F.

Oh, Lent is that time of year
When people from far and near
Skip meat and pie and all good things
To get all the blessings that sacrifice brings.

Wego to Mass and say more prayers;

We give up cookies and cake by layers;

with a looser fit at the waist. Surprisingly enough,

We'll become saints with all these pains,
But it sure is hard . . . all these stresses and strains.

this overblouse effect does not make one look heavy.

Not only do we become much better,

In fact, “There is nothing younger” than the long
jacket or torso.

But our appetite is chained by lock and fetter.
Our figures improve just like our souls.

over blouse look, long jackets with downward detail

Now, what kinds of materials will be used in
making these new clothes? Cotton is the thing, but
what a different cotton than ever before! This year

you can't tell if it’s cotton or silk, for it has such a
sheen to it. There will be many mixture materials
which are non-wrinkle, especially for suits. The newest and most beautiful color for Spring is pink violet.
There is even this shade of lipstick. There will be all

types of blues together this year, and many indescribable colors . . . subdued tans trimmed with
aqua, etc., and also pinks with reds. Prints will be
extra popular and feminine looking. Some look like
watercolors, others are floral, and some are spaced

How nice to work for two such goals!!!!
@ The above piece is more or less on the lighter

side. Speaking seriously, Lent is just around the
corner, and we should be thinking of some project
to really stick to and carry out as a Lenten “sacrifice.”
It is a worn-out phrase but a true one to say “Don’t
give up something but DO something.” Take on a
constructive project.

Of course, it never hurts to

deny ourselves something that we especially like, but
how much better it is, it seems to me, to attend daily

Mass. Enough of the preaching. See you in the
Chapel.

prints, but all are beautiful.
There is still a strong flair for petticoats, but make
them follow the line of the dress. Shoes for spring
will be predominantly patent leather. The medium

heel is as fashionable as the spike heel. Some will
be very cut-out and comfortable. There is also a
tendency to use more and more color in shoes. Some
have reversible bows in contrasting colors. Hats will

ANNOUNCEMENTS
e@ Beginning February 14 through February 28,
seniors at U.D. may order their graduation name
card and announcements in the Student activity room
in Liberty Hall.

be of pettipearl, shiny straw, framing a really fem-

Orders will be taken between the hours of 10
A. M. until 1 P. M., in order to give the seniors ample

inine face. Gone is the straggly Italian cut. We look

time to place their orders for announcements.

like women this year. (The Italian influence this year
is most seen in sport clothes, with their unusual cut
and color.) For the beach or for sport, short Bermuda

shorts are going to be popular, mixed and matched
with blouses or halter-tops. Many of the rhinestone
sprinkled dresses in cotton are so pretty we can't be

February 28 at 1 P. M. will be the absolute deadline on all orders, so all senior students are requested
to visit the activity room as soon as possible on or
after February 14.

We request that you do not wait until the last

sure if they are sundresses, beachdresses or cocktail

minute to place your order. Hurry so you won't be

dresses. And, last but not least, is the newest, but

without announcements.

February, 1955
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“Dandom SRemarks-+-by J. Matthew Haley

FAIRY TALES, MYTHS, AND
STUFF LIKE THAT
@ Once upona time there was
a University that didn’t have a
football team. It didn’t have a basketball team, either. That school
seldom got its name in the news-

papers. The alumni never fired a

athletes who otherwise would be
denied such an education won't
work, either. If the system were all
so well-meaning why aren't scholarships offered for poor but deserving horseshoe pitchers? Or for indigent softball stars? The answer,
naturally, is that softball and horse-

shoe-pitching aren't saleable com-

football coach because there wasn’t
a football coach. The basketball
coach did not have an ulcer, of
course, because there was no coach.
The University was not investigat- _
ed by the NCAA, and there was

modities.

WO...
6

funds realized from athletics for
their building programs and the
financing of research projects. We
can’t find fault on this count, but
exactly why educational institutions should scramble for the advertising afforded by athletics is

It could happen.
Today college athletics is best
defined as show business. The difference between the Ohio State
football team and the Cleveland
Browns is a matter of degree rath-

er than of kind, except that the
collegiate athletes aren’t supposed
to be paid. To the uninitiated, the
spectacle of a college football game
would be indistinguishable from a
professional game. Approximately
the same number of people see the

Ohio State-Michigan game and the
Cleveland-Detroit game. Obviously all the people at the Ohio State
football game aren't students; many
are the general public. Are we then
to assume that institutions of higher learning are competing with the
pros in providing entertainment for
the public?

Let’s admit that schools are interested in athletics for the money
and prestige that it brings. Private
schools with small endowments de-

pend in no small degree on the

quite beyond us. Colleges and Uni-

versities, after all, are in a different
field from toothpaste manufacturers, and all this hoop-la seems out
of place.
Colleges continue to protest that
athletes receive the same treatment
as other students, but from time to
time cribbing scandals and record
changing are brought to light, giving the lie to this story. Different
entrance examinations and lower
academic requirements are com-

monplace.

It appears that this is the case.

The deceit could be erased if
colleges would concede that athletes are at school, by and large, to

Certainly athletics serves no edu-

play football or whatever their par-

cational aim in this form. We can’t
apologize for intercollegiate athletics on the grounds that it provides healthful exercise when we

ticular sport may be. The other
students come to school to learn
something useful to society, while

the athletes are recruited to play

There is nothing wrong, nothing
dishonest with these objectives if
we are candid enough to admit
that they exist. When we pretend
that the collegiate football squad is
merely a group of average students playing their favorite game,
we are being dishonest.
The problem presented by the
handling of collegiate athletics is
worlds away from the other con-

siderations of a University. But the
administrations of schools around
the country refuse to admit that
the system employed is anything
but adequate.
An entire new system of athletic
control should be inaugurated.
Nominal as well as actual regulation of the athletic program should
be removed from the collegiate
administration and from the jurisdiction of alumni, booster clubs,
and other pressure groups. An athletic board made up of men who
are professionals in this field
should be formed. These men
should feel no qualms about operating the athletic program as a
cold-blooded business proposition.
The academic standing
and the

quality of degrees offered by the
college could be restored by absolving athletes from the onerous
responsibility of attending classes.
This would rescue schools from
the practice of awarding phoney

degrees upon the completion of
doctored schedules calling for
many hours of swimming, handball, basket-weaving, coaching and
the like.
Perhaps some arrangement like

students who benefit from this ex-

for the edification of the public,
for the honor of good old Eilo

the reserve-clause contracts which
bind players to professional baseball teams could be used. This

ercise. The argument that athletics
provides college educations for

Tech. and for the money their efforts bring home.

would rule out any possibility of a
recurrence of a student who ap-

stop to consider the percentage of
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peared for all the world as if he

planned to attend U.D.; he suddenly disappeared only to be discovered later ensconced at another
school. When questioned about his
defection, he replied that pressure
from the U. D. Booster Club caused his agonizing reappraisal of his
basketball career.
The main consideration is that
athletics should be managed from
the standpoint of athletics rather
than from the academic. Athletics

should form

an entire,

unique

branch of the school, operated
frankly for its revenue-producing
factors. Only by divorcing athletics
from the academic can we restore

integrity to both.
®
e

©

ON THE CAMPUS
(Continued from Page 2)
of their own grooves.” Dr. Zirkle
thinks that because of this some
scientists are led into Communistic
associations probably by gullibility
than by subversive leanings. “But
the number of good scientists in
the free world who are Communists or who follow the Communist
line can be counted on the fingers
of one hand.”
%

=

*

In his sixteenth Christmas message the Holy Father, Pius XII,
sees that the special mission given
to him by God is leading the world

back to peace, but he has had to
work at this mission with “patient,
almost exhaustive labor.” In the
first six years of his pontificate he
said that he could offer only the
horrors of war, and since then the

“agonizing state of uneasiness and
danger known as the ‘cold war.’”
The emphasis on “peaceful coexistence” brought the world from

a “cold war” to a “cold peace.” The
Holy Father says that the world
needs more than “coexistence.”
What it needs is “a truly peaceful
living together, inspired and projected by the divine moral order.”
*

*%

*

Brig. Gen. Terence P. Finnegan,
deputy chief of Air Force chaplains, in a nationwide address over
February, 1955

the ABC network said that about
forty per cent of American families give their young men no effective spiritual training, and that as
a result thirty-five per cent of our
youth are religious illiterates.
*

*

*

Sister Mary Emil, chairman of
the National Sister Formation Conference sees solution to the vocation problem in a better and longer
training for the nuns. College grad-

uates are now the “most promising
vocation pool” from which future
vocations will come.
*

*

*

At the meeting of the American
Association of American Colleges
in Washington during the Christ-

mas holidays, President Eisenhow-

seashore resort, it has specially
beautiful hotels and_ recreational
facilities. There are several beaches
for still-water and surf swimming,
and innumerable areas for boating,
sailing, and deep-sea fishing.
Most hotels in Mexico City sponsor a three-day tour to Acapulco.
We met several people who were

on a three-day tour, but stayed a

month or longer. After our three

days were up, we too, felt that we
had only had a glimpse of this
tropical paradise.
Places and buildings tell only a
little of the Mexicans’ culture.
Their music and dances, their arts,
habits, foods, way of thinking, their

courtesy —all help to

complete

their unique civilization. Although
a two-months visit is really too
short a time to be able to make a

er told the delegates that broad
training in theology as well as in
mathematics and the sciences is
“the crying need of the twentieth
century.” He said that the colleges

country and its people, one thing
is certain: Mexico, as a country, is

must strengthen and supplement
our spiritual foundations, because

wonderful.

judgment or give opinions about a
interesting; its people are very

“our greatest potential enemy in

the world is a frank exponent of a
doctrine of materialism.”

UNDER ANGEL WINGS
(Continued from Page 11)

MARVELOUS MEXICO
(Continued from Page 9)

Taxco still has cobblestone paving
in its steep, narrow streets, and it

preserves its quaint buildings. Today it is one of the biggest attractions for tourists and also artists.

Probably the chief tourist attraction, besides Mexico City, is the

Bay of Acapulco on the Pacific
Ocean. A flight to Acapulco is a
rare experience. After an hour's
flying through the mountains, from
Mexico City toward the southsouthwest, the blue Pacific sudden-

ly appears.

The landing is still

more spectacular because the runway is built out into the Ocean.
Upon leaving the plane, you immediately feel the tropical heat and
moisture. Next you notice the gorgeous, green hills which encircle

the Bay, and beneath there is noth-

ing but endless ocean.
Because of its popularity, among
tourists and Mexicans alike, as a

When she became a postulant in
1927 her soul enjoyed the sensible
presence of Jesus, just as when she
made her first Communion. At the
time of her first profession in 1930
Our Lord told her about the sufferings she would endure. “I felt the
most desolate sorrow, which made
me suffer so much. It was as if
there was an immense vacuum in
my soul: the lack, the absence of
my God.” One of her very sorrowful sufferings was the weight of the
sins of the world and this feeling
brought about a deep sadness.
When reading this book one feels

that he is in the company of a very

holy nun. Try it for yourself. It is
in the library. (Under Angel Wings

by J. Batista Reus,

S.J. Trans-

lated from the Portuguese by Conal
O’Leary, O.F.M. St. Anthony Guild
Press, Paterson, N. J.)

BLEAK DAY
(Continued from Page 5)
Father saw it was advisable to
continue the discussion.
“Has he ever been violent, Mrs.
Brown?”
She paused for a long time and

the priest knew he had hit close to
home. During the silence Phil noticed it was raining harder. The
drops descended with a fury all
their own, seemingly intent on
washing the terrace, the house, and
all into the gutter of Cooper Street.
His mother began to speak. Mrs.
Brown’s face was white with fear
and remorse, but her jaw was set
in determination. Her lips were
drawn in a tight line.
“Never, until yesterday,” She
stammered on. “He tried to kill me.
He came home drunk and said, T

think Il kill you. Aren't you
afraid?’ I told him to get hold of
himself. He said I didn’t want him

anymore, that Ed was my protect-

or and that Phil was the only one
who understood him. Then he
came toward me. If little Joe hadn't
come in, I don’t know what would

have happened.”
With this, she broke down. Phil

bit his lip nervously. He had never
seen his mother in suchastate.
After Ed calmed her down, Father

Miller began to speak.
“Your husband is a proud man.
Unfortunately, he has used the
wrong ruler with which to measure
success. He’s used the standard of
financial gain to judge his accomplishments. Not being rich by any
means, he feels inferior. If you can

make him see that true happiness
is a state of soul, he'll be all right.
“That’s easier said than done,”
remarked Phil. “I’m afraid he’s
reached the point where he doesn’t
care one way or the other.”
“A bad situation,” said the priest
solemnly. “A man cant have a
worse outlook on life.”

make him stay. He still has some
pride left, I know, or else he
wouldn’t take the time to look so
immaculate for work every day.”

“What do you think, Ed?”
“Father, I’ve taken this for twenty years. I’ve seen him make promises and break them. He has picked at little things just to start ar-

guments. He’s been unreasonable

and childish. Yesterday was the climax. I think he should leave for
the good of the family. Maybe it
will straighten him out.”
“Tll_ stick by him,” said Phil.
“He's not well. You don’t give him
a chance, Ed. You're always on

him.”

“I worry about the effect all this
has on Joe,” said the mother. “Dur-

ing these years he needs a family
to grow up in. He’s become introverted.”
The wind seemed to subside
enough for them to hear a knocking at the door. Mrs. Brown arose
to admit a middle-aged, worriedlooking man.
“Mike Flynn, what are you doing
here?”

(Continued from Page 14)
give up hope. Perhaps his had slipped to the bottom of the box. Oh,
yes, that was it, and any minute
now his name would be called out,

and Miss Jones would hand him
a stack of cards. The minutes ticked slowly off as the pile of valentines in the box grew smaller and
smaller. Somewhere there must be

at least one for Joey.
“Oh,

please,”

he _ breathed,

“please, I'd be happy with one.
Just let there be one for me. Please,
please, I must get a valentine.”

Then there it was, “Joey,” his
name was being called. Joey couldnt move. He had waited and waited for this moment and now here
it was. He was getting a valentine,

just like the rest of them, he was
getting a valentine.

“Joey,” Miss Jones called again.
Here is a valentine for you. Come
up here and get it, dear.”

Joey walked quickly to the front

band. Sam’s been run down. He’s
. .. he’s dead.”

of the room for the card that to
him was more thana valentine. It
was a token of his acceptance by a
classmate. It meant that he had a
friend.

The man stood there facing the
woman. He felt helpless and futile
as the boys consoled their mother.

the envelope. He took out a piece
of paper and unfolded it. His face

“How?” asked Father Miller, incredulously.

paper. He could not take his eyes

“Mrs. Brown, it’s about your hus-

“Hit and run. A young punk in
a black Ford. We got the number
though.” He said this as if it offered some consolation. “Funny
thing,” he continued, “Sam had
been sitting in Tony's for three

Back at his seat Joey tore open

grew white as he stared at the
off of it. It was a homemade valentine with a crude drawing of a
skinny, raggedy boy with ears as
large as his entire body. There was
also a verse to go with thepicture.
It read:

hours and he hadn’t had a drink.

Roses are red,

He just sat there looking at the one
on the table. He mentioned something about a family squabble.
Then he stood up, looked me
straight in the eye, and said, “Mike,

Violets are blue,
You're so ugly

so help me God, I'll never take an-

“But it’s not true!” sobbed the

other drink as long as I live.’ Then
he walked out and stepped right in

woman. “If he could stop drinking
now, he’d never take another. Once

front of that car. It was awful.”

Outside, the rain descended in

on the right path, his pride would

a monotonous dirge.
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A mirrord crack for you.
Joey looked again at the picture
and re-read the verse. Then he

slowly folded the valentine back
into its envelope. The laughter of
his classmates rolled around him
and swept over him, but it could
not touch him!
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BREVITIES

first time I worked outside since

my days as a newsboy.

(Continued from Page 13)
wanted the experience which this
job has to offer. I wanted to knew
something about how the postman

thinks, and the attitudes of the
recipients of mail.
I was assigned to a branch Post
Office where I was helper to several regular postmen of the city
whose routes covered various sections of a part of the city. At the
beginning I had misgivings about

my adventure, but the helpful
friendliness of all the employees
put me at ease and heartened my
courage to brace the weather, the
unyielding pavement, and the burden of the mailbag.

My first impression was an admiration for the harmonious comaraderie existing among the handlers of mail. They all seemed
to be cheerful, interested, in their
work and surprisingly educated.

One of my bosses was a family
man who is working nights towards
a master’s degree in education. All
my supervisors were Negroes and
I was happy to work with them.
I was later amazed by the efficiency with which the mail is distributed. Nearly all the mail is sent
to the main Post Office from which

The amount of mail, which consisted mostly of greeting cards, was
staggering. During the whole week
I do not believe I passed a half
dozen houses without leaving some
mail.
For these forsaken people I felt
a pity. I had begun to assume the
role of Santa Claus, what with the
eager expectation of both children
and adults for the greetings of
friends throughout the world. A
surprisingly large amout of foreign
mail was received, and I even had
a registered letter from Hungary.

All the people who rushed to intercept their mail before I dropped
it in their mail boxes were cheerful
and friendly. I was amused by the

splits are carried by a truck to a
deposit box on the route. The first
split is carried by the postman
from the station. It is so arranged
that he begins at the closest point
of his route and finishes near the
deposit box. Here he picks up the

first of the two splits and “works”
that. Again he exhausts this bundle
near the box, and completes his
route with the last split. Ordinarily
this is done twice daily, but during
the holidays there was no routine.
Fortunately

the

weather

papers. When Chesterton’s Heretics first appeared he was widely
saluted because it was fun to see
him demolish the secular Press’s
mighty figures. His fame increased

with the publication of Orthodoxy,
in which he presented the teachings of the Church against atheism

and skepticism. But gradually readers began to realize that Chesterton was in earnest about his writ-

ing, that he really believed in ori-

ginal sin, that he believed in the
Divinity of Christ and in His Redemption of the world. Here the
oint of view of the secular press
altered. His fellow writers admired
his wit, his genius, his cleverness,

but they pretended to take him for

great number of people who wait

an erratic genius who was a crank.

inside their doors until the postman leaves their yards before they

One cannot expect to acquire
fame or fortune from the profession

Not only did I imbibe some
knowledge about the mails, but I
also learned to appreciate the
benefits of a hot bath for muscular
aches and pains.

must be a kind of sacred vocation
lived from religious motives and
carried on in the spirit of religious
fervor and at the cost of sacrifice.

Next year, I expect I shall again
apply for the position of substitute

adherence to the Faith are not
sufficient for the Catholic journalist. He must survey the passing
scene with Catholic eyes and judge
it with a Catholic mind. To do this
he must live a truly Catholic life

step outside.

of Catholic journalism. This work

carrier.
—Harry FRONISTA.

place it is sent to the proper substations. Here it is sorted by the
postmen themselves according to
the house numbers of the streets.
The mail is separated into about
three “splits.” The second and third

The Catholic must be prepared
to meet neglect, indifference and
even opposition from the secular

CATHOLIC PRESS MONTH
(Continued from Page 23)

left behind such permanent material as he did. The names that
are often coupled with Chesterton
are Hiliare Belloc, Bernard Shaw
and H. G. Wells. Shaw will be recalled for some of his plays, especially St. Joan, and Wells will be
remembered for some of his fiction,
but in the field that is proper to
the journalist, that is, comment on
the current scene, Chesterton has
done work of more lasting quality
than any other person of his time.

A mere external compliance with
Catholic practices, a mere formal

with all that is implied. By means

of meditation and prayer he must
bring the great truths of Faith to
life in his heart and mind.

The large audience that Bishop
Fulton Sheen has built up is proof
that there is a hunger for the truth,
a hunger that the Catholic journalist can satisfy if he has the talent and makes the needed effort to
present that truth in the manner in
which the modern mind can assimilate it.
The only effective weapon we
have for fighting the enemy of
western civilization is Christian

truth. The Catholic journalist has

was

the task of showing the world that

clear. It was cold and invigorating.
I especially enjoyed the outdoors

the beauty and order found in

aspect of the work. This was the
February, 1955

HA

Christian truths are an alternative

to the horrors of Communism.
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@ We would like to welcome all
the new students to the campus and
hope they have a very enjoyable
time. It is nice to see Joe Veda,
Bob Montgomery and Tom Geary
back on the hill-top.
New Engagements: Joan Petry
to Jim Dunworth, Mary Schmid to
Dick Wiggenhorn, Mary Kelbly to
Wayne Hoover, and Lois AnnVolz
to Todd Ritter.

If anyone has tid-bits he might

want to add send them to Kampus
Kut-ups care of the Exponent via
the campus post office.
You could easily see that this is
the month of the Junior Prom. The
lounge was vacant and lists of all

eligible dates were posted.

The

girls disposed of their knee socks
and the Arcade and S. U. B. were
crowded.

The Vets’ Club had their first

Have you ever noticed Sharon

party of the year a few weeks ago

Amen, Kay Loefler, Vivian Heidenreich, and Helen Raiff in the Arcade cafe? Please inform them that
the tables are not reserved! ...
Herman Raiff is back on the campus. Herman when are you going to
wear your mink bow-tie and cufflinks? . . . Did you ever see this
trio, Carol Kreusch, Sally Saettel

at the Eagles. The gang was really

jumping to the music of Prince

Davis. Those spotted by our re-

porters were: Pete King, Bob Wendling, Gar Ball, Shirley Bockrath,

Betty Miller, Mary Lou Mayer,
Wally Thomson, Steve Driscoll,
Tony Corso, Jim DeFabio, Tony
Fussnecker, Bud Simmons, Jim
Stafford, Carmen Ventura, John
Bettinger, Don Chantos, Joyce
Hagan, Carol Haley, Gail Hallerman, Harry Koerner, John Saggio,
Jim Katcavage, Bob Payne, Ed
Mahle, Bob Schuhman, John
Doyle, Dave Cassidy, Don Schneider, Jan Lay, Katie Houldsworth,
Jane Marshall, Marie Katona, Eileen Daley, Pat Dowling, Pete

Jerry Faust.

Our reporter from the lounge
the first semester was Letty Roll.
Letty did a good job for the Kut-

ups and she has selected her replacement. Every month now we
will have two guest reporters to

help us obtain new material. This
will give us more variety and news.
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Al Carline has been giving Hubie
(Peaches) competition . . . Sue
Fink is learning how to tie a windsor knot . . . Jim Thompson was
saying he heard a friend tell a
prof, “So sorry Cha-lee, no Tallie;”
. . . Peahead Prosser was looking
through the U. D. evening bulletin
because he heard Mugs McGraw

was teaching. (Of course, he reads
with only one eye.) . . . Marlan

Brando does not dig Dore’s Day
. .. Yes, sir, we still have Larry
Pinto and Don Delsanto to run the
Paisan Club . . . John Coughlin
advanced to S.U.B. 202. He receiva B from Mrs. Unger . . . Jim Kat-

cavage is giving spelling lessons at
Kramers . . . We are glad that Bill
Almashy did not get hurt in the

crash . . . Mary Mahlemeister,

please remember that your birth-

day comes once a year and it is
only one day, not three . . . Bob
Rosensweet was spitting up quarters, dimes and nickles before exams. He could not spit up enough
for a new car...

Sena, Jack Brennan, Ellen Fitzgerald, Edna Erie, Jim Northcote,
Sharon Nunnery, Barbara Baker,
Anna Lawrence, Mary Lou Mahlmeister, Jane Wartinger, Jim Lavelle, Tom Campbell, Joan Leff,
Peggy Powers, Jan Cooke, Dave
King, Ed Daley, Dick Meinhold,
Carol Chaney, Mary Gonzales, and

antique car. May we suggest pedals, Nadine? . . . Tuck (Pfc.) Nvhan and Russ (Private) Sweetman
have been doing some fancy footwork with the ol soft shoe act...

Imagine seeing the following on
ice skates: Al Weckle, Vinc Werl,
Jerry Callahan, Dick Myata, and
Charles Martin, especially when
and Peggy Haley separated? ...
Sally Payne wears collars that draw
comment from every one. . . Judy
Sachs has a hard time trying to
figure skate . . . Betty Miller has
been looking for George.

they fell. No doubt they had the
rink to themselves . . . Steve Stew-

art and Jeane Graul have not had

their pictures in the papers lately
. .. Do you think that Joan Bren-

nan will trip Pat Schorch on her

Betty Marabito has been taking

wedding day? . . . Sudie Riley has
been watching her food consump-

mambo lessons . . . Watch Ace

tion... Pat Falke, Kathy Jardine,

Horstman

when

he

is

playing

Julie Horvath, Connie Youngman,

cards. He might be hiding all the

Becky Strominger, Nodie Bowman,

aces in the deck. Nadine Schmid

Karen (Druscilla) Munn are stu-

has been having trouble with her

dent teachers this semester...
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Veteran’s
Corner

Answer:

No.

sic requirements.
Question:

@ For the benefit of the veterans
at the University of Dayton, the
editorial staff of the Exponent will
publish a list of questions and answers in each of the remaining
issues of the Exponent this school
year.
The questions answered here are
those most commonly asked by veterans in connection with the education and training program of the
Korean G.I. Bill, Public Law 550,
82nd Congress.
Question:
training?

Who is eligible for

Answer: A veteran is eligible if
he meets all of these requirements:
1. A discharge or lease from service under conditions other than
dishonorable. 2. Active military
duty any time after June 27, 1950
and before the end of the present
emergency. 3. At least ninety days
total service, unless discharged
sooner for an actual service-incur-

red disability.
Question: Must a veteran have

served in Korea to be eligible for
the training benefits?
Answer: No. He may have served in the armed forces any place in
the world — in the United States or
abroad — and_ not necessarily in
Korea.

Question: Are there any kinds of
military service that do not count,
in figuring whether a veteran has
enough service to qualify?
Answer: Two types of service do
not count: Time spent in a civilian school studying courses offered
to civilians, and time spent as a
cadet or misdshipman in one of the
service academies.
Question: Assume that a veteran
meets all the requirements for
training. May he enroll under the
Korean G.I. Bill even though he
has gone back on active duty and

is in uniform?

Veterans are not

eligible for Korean G.I. Bill training while on active duty, even
though they meet all the law’s ba-

Answer: The maximum is thirty-

six months of training.

How much training

entitlement does a veteran get?
Answer: An eligible veteran’s
maximum period of entitlement is
computed on the basis of one and
one-half days for each day spent
in service on and after June 27,
1950, and prior to the end of the
present emergency period.
t

Question: What
is _ the
top
amount of training a veteran may
receive?

Question: What if a veteran’s entitlement runs out when he is part
way through a quarter or semester
in school?
Answer: If his entitlement expires after the half-way mark of a

quarter or semester, he will be
allowed to complete that quarter
or semester.

Everyone goes to or calls

Vic Cassano’s & Mom Donisi’s
ae

PIZZA HOUSE |

PIZZA the way you like it — BEER and WINES to carry out
for Orders call
WA 7881

OR 3131

895 W. Schantz — Off Route 25
Southern Hills

3718 Salem Ave. — 4 blocks past
Miracle Lane

Open Daily 11 A. M. to 12 P. M. — Friday and Saturday, 11 A. M. to 1 A. M.

START PLANNING YOUR 1955 VACATION NOW!

Travel and study ABROAD
Earn full college credit and enjoy a thrilling trip through Europe or around the
world via TWA—take up to 20 months to pay with TWA’s ‘Time Pay Plan‘!
See all the sights. Live in London, Paris, Geneva or Rome
and study from 2 to 6 weeks at an accredited universit
y.
You do both during one trip on a university-sponsored

tour via TWA-—world leader in educational air travel.
And you can take up to 20 months to pay with TWA’s
new “Time Pay Plan.”
Choose a tour dealing with a special field such asmusic,
art, languages—visit the Orient or go around the world.

Sabbatical-Year Travelers: Special arrangements are available for travel and resident study! Mail the coupon today
for details!
eS

allt

Fly the finest... FL YLIWA
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
U.S.A. + EUROPE + AFRICA + ASIA

I am also interested in:
Sabbatical-Y
ear
Travel 1
TWA’s “Time
Pay Plan”?

John H. Furbay, Ph.D., Director, TWA Air World Tours
Dept. CM-FE, 380 Madison Ave., New York TSN oye

Please send me information on the Flying Educational Tours to be
offered in 1955.
Name
Address.

Position

City
State

Zone
Phone No.
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@ Smokers who go for flavor
are sure going for Winston!
This filter cigarette really
tastes like a cigarette. It’s the

filter cigarette that’s fun
to smoke!
New, king-size Winstons are
easy-drawing, too! Winston’s
finer filter works so.effectively,
yet doesn’t flatten the flavor.

The full, rich, tobacco flavor
comes through to you easily
and smoothly.

Try Winstons! They taste good
— like a cigarette should!

PBCBOSS
FLAVOR!

KING SIZE,
TOO!

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

WINSTONS are
so easy-drawing!
There’s no effort to puff!
Winston’s finer filter lets
Winston’s finer flavor come

clean through to you. The full,
rich flavor is all yours to enjoy!

